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For more than 15 years, popular US singer-songwriter Joseph Parsons has been one of the most consistent 

pillars of the Blue Rose label. Most of his solo albums as well as his collaborative projects from Hardpan to US 

Rails have been released on Blue Rose. At the very top of the new year, he presents Empire Bridges, a brand-

new, ambitious solo record. It is the likeable artist with the characteristic velvety baritone voice’s 10
th

 solo effort 

since 1995, a collaboration of his own label Meer Music and Blue Rose. 

 

Joseph Parsons grew up in Philadelphia, lived in L.A., Boston, New York and Louisiana, and played on the 

streets of Barcelona and other European cities. In the early 90s, he settled in Philadelphia before his Blue Rose 

debut 5 a.m. was released to rave reviews in ’98. It was followed by Joseph Parsons and Live In Europe in ’99 

which featured the highlights of his ’99 band tour through Germany. In the fall of 2001, Joseph and his 

colleagues Chris Burroughs, Terry Lee Hale and Todd Thibaud started Hardpan. Their studio CD and the live 

double album remain some of the label’s highlights in the last decade!  

 

After a short stint in 4 Way Street – another all-star quartet with a CSNY slant – Parsons established himself as a 

first-rate songwriter with The Vagabond Tales (2005), The Fleury Sessions (2006) and Heavens Above (2008), 

all on Blue Rose. The tall blonde with the striking, expressive voice constantly wins over a broad spectrum of 

folk rock and Americana fans. This is also true of his recent shows as demonstrated on the 2-CD set 

Slaughterhouse Live released at the end of the last decade. His latest studio album Hope For Centuries (2011) 

was released on Joseph’s own Meer Music label but in the summer, US Rails – another super group of four 

immensely talented singer-songwriters with Parsons, Ben Arnold, Tom Gillam, Scott Ricklin and drummer Matt 

Muir – released an album on Blue Rose. 

 

Two and a half years have passed since Hope For Centuries but Joseph Parsons has been far from idle – quite 

the opposite, in fact. In addition to playing various shows, he recorded a second duo album with Todd Thibaud, 

two studio albums with US Rails and even reunited with Hardpan for the recent Blue Christmas party 2013. But 

the first quarter of 2014 will be dedicated exclusively to his solo work. In February and March he will take his 

longtime band out on an extended European tour to present his excellent new songs. And just in time for that 

tour, Empire Bridges is released!   

 

Right from the start Joseph Parsons indulges in and perfects his well-known personal style with endlessly 

melodic melancholic ballads in semi-acoustic arrangements, uptempo roots pop numbers and driving, edgier 

midtempo folk rock tracks. This attractive mix is virtually irresistible with its stylish, eloquent and sophisticated 

sound and thoughtful, introspective lyrics – and it’s also very fresh, young and dynamic: Joseph Parsons is back! 

And he’s teamed up again with the band that has been supporting him for more than five years with  American 

studio ace Ross Bellenoit on electric guitars and lap steel, the German rhythm section of Freddi Lubitz and 

drummer Sven Hansen. German songwriter/Parsons friend and studio crack Tom Albrecht added electric guitar 

and keyboard parts and mixed the album. Avantgarde/jazz/classical composer and arranger John Hodian from 

Philadelphia arranged some complex string parts while Parsons accompanies himself on acoustic guitar, plays 

organ and percussion. But of course, it’s his inimitable singing that takes the spotlight. 

 

Empire Bridges was recorded predominantly in Hilden/Germany and in Parsons’ creative home near the 

Steinhuder Sea in Germany. The album’s eleven tracks were all penned by Parsons and carry his mark in a 

diversified balance of ballads and melodic rockers. In his ambitious lyrics, the eloquent songwriter deals with 

our current society’s sensibilities as well as with personal ones. At the heart of the album are topics like 

searching for truthfulness, striving for positive change and building bridges. Songs with self-explanatory titles 

like the opener “Seek The Truth”, album closer “The Bridge” or “Live Like The King”, “True”, “Minefields”, 

“Leave This Town” and “Endless Sky” may stand out, then again, the other songs have the same potential. The 

true favorites will emerge from the live performances on the upcoming tour!                                                            
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